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the geographic environment has changed little.   The sur-
roundings are those of the East.
In an Oriental land there is bred an atmosphere of
fatalism, of intrigue, of suspicion, of personal motives
especially on the part of foreigners, and of a desire to
please. What counts is not what an Oriental says but
what he thinks; but what he thinks is generally not com-
municated. An amusing incident occurred during the
"World War which involved a friend of mine, a young lady
who was travelling through central Europe in 1916 en
route to Constantinople. She was detained at one of the
frontiers by a German customs officer who asked her her
name, her destination, and her purpose in travelling at
th^t particular time. She stated that she was on her way
to Constantinople where she had been engaged to teach
psychology in one of the American schools. The German
was dumbfounded. " Teach psychology to the Turks 1"
She responded in the affirmative. Thereupon amid a roar
of laughter from his listeners, the officer granted the
desired vise, ejaculating, "Any one who could teach psy-
chology to the Turks should certainly be encouraged—
we gave up the attempt long ago.7' Fatalism is a trait
which is associated with most Orientals. Certainly it
applies with great force to Mohammedans, yet persons
living in the Levant even for a few weeks cannot escape
its influence. "In Islam, the doctrines of pre-ordination,
or fore-knowledge, of fatalism have taken away or at
least lessened the desire for knowledge and the thirst for
inquiry." In order to attain her position among nations
and perhaps indeed in order to live, Turkey has reached
out for western ideas which have become irregularly
grafted on an Oriental state and people. Thus two forces
meet. Turkey cannot accept the new order without dis-
carding much of the old. The eventual working out of
mixed cultures, civilizations, and ideals presents a most
interesting study.

